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Back to products ...
 

PDFform - A dll to get and set the formfield content of your pdfforms... Royalty free!



With this dll you can get the complete formfields with the all main attributes and the values out of your pdf-files.

To do this you can use three ways:

As an automated text-export into a generated csv-file.

As clipboard-content.

As a returning text-string.

You can get single formfield-values, too!

Only Get? No! Set new formfield values works now... for formfields, subformfields... textfields, checkboxes, radiobuttons, listboxes, ...no problem!

There's an additional function included to count the formfields in a pdfform.


You can use it with all well known ides (.NET-IDEs, too!).

Try it with Visual Basic, VB Express, C#, VBA, Delphi, C, C++, Powerbuilder...

For a faster success there are complete code samples for Delphi, C#, vb.NET and VB6 included!


The new version 1.7.1.0 offers two dlls (32 and 64 bit) in one package!

All string-values in and out of the dll are in unicode format now!

The newest pdf-specifications up to 256 bit AES-encryption are supported now!
 

Test- and full version... The differences


The test-version contains all functions. When a value will be returned by the dll first a window with a short note opens - when you click on "OK" you get the value. So you can test the quality of all functions. This messages don't pop up in the full version! If you've already build applications with the dlls out of the test version don't through them away - if you buy the full version you only have to replace the dlls (de-/register). That's all!


What you'll get ordering the full version...


For each dll you get a special test program. It contains a file dialog and buttons for all functions. A second help-file is included with all necessary informations about the dll and the functions and code samples for Delphi, C#, vb.NET and vba/visual basic. All dlls we're offering are standard-dlls - so it's not a problem to work with any other ide/programming language. Please test it.


What can i do with the modules of the full version...


It's for your distributed applications... Commercial apps, too! Not alone... only as an included function library. The functions must be a part of your app - it's not allowed to distribute the libraries alone! With your app the libraries can be distributed without any further royalty fee!
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